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ABSTRACT
In spite of their conjectured importance for the Epoch of Reionization, the properties of low-mass galaxies are currently still under
large debate. In this article, we study the stellar and gaseous properties of faint, low-mass galaxies at z > 3. We observed the Frontier
Fields cluster Abell S1063 with MUSE over a 2 arcmin2 field, and combined integral-field spectroscopy with gravitational lensing to
perform a blind search for intrinsically faint Lyα emitters (LAEs). We determined in total the redshift of 172 galaxies of which 14 are
lensed LAEs at z=3-6.1. We increased the number of spectroscopically-confirmed multiple-image families from 6 to 17 and updated
our gravitational-lensing model accordingly. The lensing-corrected Lyα luminosities are with LLyα . 1041.5 erg/s among the lowest
for spectroscopically confirmed LAEs at any redshift. We used expanding gaseous shell models to fit the Lyα line profile, and find
low column densities and expansion velocities. This is to our knowledge the first time that gaseous properties of such faint galaxies
at z & 3 are reported. We performed SED modelling to broadband photometry from the U-band through the infrared to determine
the stellar properties of these LAEs. The stellar masses are very low (106−8 M ), and are accompanied by very young ages of 1-100
Myr. The very high specific star formation rates (∼100 Gyr−1) are characteristic of starburst galaxies, and we find that most galaxies
will double their stellar mass in . 20 Myr. The UV-continuum slopes β are low in our sample, with β < −2 for all galaxies with
M? < 108M. We conclude that our low-mass galaxies at 3 < z < 6 are forming stars at higher rates when correcting for stellar mass
effects than seen locally or in more massive galaxies. The young stellar populations with high star-formation rates and low H i column
densities lead to continuum slopes and LyC-escape fractions expected for a scenario where low mass galaxies reionise the Universe.
Key words. Galaxies: high redshift, distances and redshifts, clusters individual, evolution– Gravitational lensing: strong– Techniques:
imaging spectroscopy
1. Introduction
The evolution of the brightest galaxies in the Universe has now
been studied in significant detail out to z ∼8 (e.g Bouwens et al.
2014; Salmon et al. 2015; Caputi et al. 2015), and is in accor-
dance with the now well-established ΛCDM model. The study
of low-mass, faint galaxies at high-z is, instead, almost a com-
pletely unknown territory. Gaining a greater knowledge on these
faint galaxies is important as they are the building blocks of the
observed more massive galaxies at lower redshifts, and they are
currently seen as the main candidates for reionizing the Universe
at z = 6 − 10 (Wise et al. 2014; Kimm & Cen 2014, but see
Sharma et al. 2016).
Observationally, high-redshift, low-mass galaxies have been
elusive to date. The Lyman break technique (e.g. Steidel
?? karman@astro.rug.nl
et al. 1996, 2003; Bouwens et al. 2011) and spectral-energy-
distribution (SED) fitting codes (e.g. Caputi et al. 2011; Ilbert
et al. 2013), which are well proven for intermediate-mass and
massive galaxies, are not applicable to these faint sources in all
but the deepest multiwavelength studies (e.g. Ouchi et al. 2010;
Schenker et al. 2013) or until JWST is operating (e.g. Gardner
et al. 2009; Bisigello et al. 2016). Therefore, other approaches
are needed to understand the faint end of the galaxy population.
One possible approach is looking for counterparts of absorbers in
quasar lines-of-sights (e.g. Arrigoni Battaia et al. 2016), but this
is only feasible for bright quasars with long spectroscopic obser-
vations (e.g Rauch et al. 2008). Fortunately, the Lyα line is red-
shifted in the optical domain for galaxies at z&3. Although stars
in massive galaxies are often surrounded by a dusty inter-stellar
and circum-galactic medium which absorbs all Lyα photons (e.g.
Laursen et al. 2009), less-massive star-forming galaxies are often
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found with significant Lyα emission (e.g. Oyarzún et al. 2016).
Therefore, searching for galaxies with strong emission lines in
the optical can be used to identify low-mass high-redshift galax-
ies.
Another possibility are optical narrowband studies, which
search for galaxies with strong emission lines (e.g. Nilsson et al.
2009; Nakajima et al. 2012; Matthee et al. 2016) by looking for
sources with strong colours between the narrowbands and over-
lapping broadband observations. By applying additional colour
cuts representative of high-redshift galaxies, reliable candidates
for Lyα emitters (LAEs) can be found. However, it has been
shown that low-redshift extreme line emitters can contaminate
this sample (e.g. Atek et al. 2011; Pénin et al. 2015), and galaxies
with intermediate Lyα line strengths will not survive the colour
cuts. Another disadvantage of using narrow-band studies is that
these selections are only useful for very narrow redshift ranges.
Although Lyα has become the most important line to iden-
tify galaxies with redshifts between 2.5 < z < 7 (e.g. Shimasaku
et al. 2006; Dawson et al. 2007; Díaz et al. 2015; Trainor et al.
2015), it is still unclear what governs whether a galaxy is a LAE
or not. It has been found that LAEs are in general less dusty
than LBGs (e.g. Atek et al. 2014), but they have very similar
stellar properties at fixed luminosity (Shapley et al. 2001; Ko-
rnei et al. 2010; Yuma et al. 2010; Mallery et al. 2012; Jiang
et al. 2016). There is evidence however, that the prevalence of
Lyα emission is much higher in less luminous systems (Stark
et al. 2010; Forero-Romero et al. 2012) and less massive sys-
tems (Oyarzún et al. 2016). A similar trend is also found for the
equivalent width (EW) of Lyα , which anticorrelates with UV lu-
minosity (e.g. Shapley et al. 2003; Gronwall et al. 2007; Kornei
et al. 2010). Further, the fraction of LBGs with Lyα emission in-
creases with redshift out to z ∼ 6 (e.g. Ouchi et al. 2008; Cassata
et al. 2011, 2015; Pentericci et al. 2011; Curtis-Lake et al. 2012;
Schenker et al. 2012; Henry et al. 2012), but experiences a rapid
decrease afterwards (e.g. Kashikawa et al. 2011; Caruana et al.
2012, 2014; Ono et al. 2012; Schenker et al. 2012; Stark et al.
2010; Pentericci et al. 2014). This drop has theoretically only
been explained succesfully as arising from reionization (Dijkstra
et al. 2011; Jensen et al. 2013; Mesinger et al. 2015; Choudhury
et al. 2015), although additional processes might be involved
(e.g. Dijkstra 2014; Choudhury et al. 2015).
While the broadband photometry can reveal much about the
stellar and dust properties of galaxies, the Lyα line profile pro-
vides important information on the properties of the gas (e.g.
Verhamme et al. 2006, 2008; Sawicki et al. 2008). Since only
Lyα photons shifted out of resonance can effectively escape the
galaxy, moving gas clouds such as outflows allow Lyα photons
to escape (e.g. Schaerer et al. 2011; Laursen et al. 2013; Di-
jkstra 2014). Dust absorbs the Lyα photons and emits them at
longer wavelengths, while a patchy distribution of the surround-
ing medium allows the photons to escape. Therefore, by careful
modelling of the Lyα line, one can learn about the properties of
the gaseous medium in and surrounding galaxies. Recently, it has
been demonstrated that galaxies with extreme optical and near
UV emission lines are often exhibiting narrow Lyα emission
(Cowie et al. 2011; Henry et al. 2015; Izotov et al. 2016; de Bar-
ros et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016a). The fact that these galax-
ies are found to have Lyα emission both at low and high redshift,
indicates that these so-called “Green Peas” might be good ana-
logues of the high-redshift LAEs(e.g. Amorín et al. 2010, 2015).
Another indication for a close resemblance between these galax-
ies is the finding that low stellar mass, high SFR, and low dust
content correlate with Lyα emission both at low (e.g. Cowie et al.
2011; Henry et al. 2015) and high redshift (e.g. Jiang et al. 2016).
In addition, Vanzella et al. (2016b) and Izotov et al. (2016) found
Lyman continuum leakage for two of these galaxies, making
them important candidates for reionization.
The Frontier Fields programme (hereafter FF, PI: J. Lotz; see
Lotz et al. 2016 and Koekemoer et al. 2016) provides an excel-
lent opportunity to study intrinsically faint galaxies at high red-
shifts. Massive galaxy clusters provide a boost in depth thanks
to the effect of gravitational lensing. The deep HST coverage
over 7 different bands provides photometry for intrinsically faint
sources which allows us to study their properties. Combining this
deep gravitionally-lensed photometric survey with spectroscopy
allows us to determine accurate stellar and gaseous properties
down to an intrinsic faintness which is otherwise currently un-
achievable within a reasonable observing time. Abell S1063
(AS1063), the cluster studied here, is among the best studied FF
clusters for which we have one of the best constrained and most
precise strong lensing model available so far (e.g. Monna et al.
2014; Johnson et al. 2014; Richard et al. 2014; Caminha et al.
2016; Diego et al. 2016).
In Karman et al. (2015, hereafter Paper I), we showed that
using gravitational lensing in combination with the integral field
spectrograph Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) we
have been able to identify previously undetected, intrinsically
faint LAE. In this work we expand on our previous results by
adding observations of a second MUSE pointing covering the
second half of the cluster, and using Lyα line profile modelling
in combination with broadband photometry to study the proper-
ties of LAEs at 3 < z < 6. In addition, we present an updated
redshift catalogue using the full MUSE dataset.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give a
brief overview of the MUSE performance and the obtained data,
followed by the data reduction process. In Section 3, we describe
our spectroscopic results, including the determined redshifts and
emission line properties. We used spectral energy distribution
(SED) fitting to the broadband photometry to study the stellar
properties of these objects in Section 4. We summarise and dis-
cuss our findings in Section 5, and present our conclusions in
Section 6. Throughout this paper, we adopt a cosmology with
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7. Unless
we specify otherwise, all given star formation rates (SFRs) are
derived from spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling. All
magnitudes refer to the AB system, and we use a Chabrier initial
mass function (IMF) over stellar masses in the range 0.1-100 M
.
2. Observations
2.1. Photometry
The Hubble Frontier Fields programme1 (FF, PI: J. Lotz;
see Lotz et al. 2016 and Koekemoer et al. 2016) targets six
galaxy clusters with large magnification factors, among which
is AS1063. The programme targets each cluster for a total of
140 orbits, divided over 7 bands in the optical and near infrared
(NIR), reaching a 5 σ depth of ∼ 29 mag in each of these
bands. We used the available public HST data from this pro-
gramme, retrieved from the Frontier Fields page at the STScI
MAST Archive, to detect sources and measure locations and
magnitudes of sources, adopting the current zeropoints, provided
by the ACS and WFC3 teams at STScI, which are tabulated on
the same MAST Archive page for these specific FF filters. At
the time of writing, the optical bands were fully observed for
1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/frontier/
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AS1063, while the NIR observations have had only a single orbit
exposure. We used the v0.5 data products, which do not contain
self calibration for this cluster. We used the images with a spa-
tial resolution of 0.060′′, in order to have a uniform pixel scale,
without oversampling the NIR images.
In addition to being a FF cluster, AS1063 is also part of the
Cluster Lensing and Supernova Survey with Hubble (CLASH
Postman et al. 2012) survey, which targets 25 gravitationally
lensing clusters with HST in 16 bands. We supplement our FF
data with the CLASH data in 5 additional bands. These data are
significantly less deep, but provide additional information for the
brightest objects. For all these filters, which are in addition to
those used in the FF programme, we adopt the current zeropoints
provided by the ACS and WFC3 teams at STScI23.
As the LAEs discussed here all lie at z > 2.8, the NIR images
from HST do not cover the wavelength range above 4000 Å rest-
frame. Information at longer wavelengths is therefore crucial to
better constrain older stellar populations. We collected Hawk-I
data in order to complement our data at longer wavelengths. The
Hawk-I images 4 were retrieved from the ESO Archive 5. The
whole dataset includes 997 images obtained in September 2015.
After dark and flat correction, a first sky subtraction was per-
formed without source masking. Sources extracted from these
background subtracted images were used to solve the astrom-
etry, where we used Scamp (Bertin 2006) in combination with
a catalogue from an ESO-WFI-Rc stacked image as reference.
Using Swarp (Bertin et al. 2002) we created a coadded image,
which was used to create a segmentation map. We masked all
source pixels in the original frame using the single-frame astro-
metric solution and the segmentation map, and estimated a new
background from the masked image. Finally, we subtracted the
estimated background and created a new final coadded image,
with a 3σ depth of 25.9 magAB6.
We extracted magnitudes from the optical and NIR images
using SExtractor. As most of these images have irregular mor-
phologies due to lensing, see Fig. 2, we adopt Kron-like aper-
tures rather than spherical apertures. We constructed a detec-
tion image for the FF photometry by combining the F435, F606,
and F814W images, and required that each source is detected at
more than 1 σ in more than 8 connected pixels. For the CLASH
images, we used the detection image provided by the CLASH
collaboration as a detection image, due to a different spacing
and resolution. We note that this might introduce an offset in
the colours of the galaxies between CLASH and FF detections,
but this effect will be small compared to the error bars obtained
from the shallower CLASH observations. We tested the validity
of using Kron-radii, different detection images resulting in pos-
sible colour differences due to our approach in Appendix C. We
used 32 deblending sub-threshold levels, with a relative mini-
mum contribution of 0.1%. The background is calculated locally
using the weight maps provided by the FF team. We checked
each individual detection if it was contaminated by other closeby
galaxies, and removed detections when dubious, however we
note that some galaxies might still suffer from contamination due
to inaccurate background estimates. We noted that visually de-
2 ACS zeropoints: http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/
zeropoints
3 WFC3 zeropoints: http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/phot_
zp_lbn
4 ESO Programme 095.A-0533, PI Brammer
5 http://archive.eso.org
6 After submission of this paper, Brammer et al. (2016) released a pub-
lic version of the Hawk-I data. We performed a comparison of the data,
and found a similar quality.
tected sources remained undetected by SExtractor in the F814W
and Hawk-I Ks observations. We used more aggressive detection
settings for these bands, and added the relevant detections to our
catalog. For the HST images, we compared the errors provided
by SExtractor with those measured from the RMS images pro-
vided by the FF team. We found that multiplying the SExtractor
errors by a factor of 1.4 reconciled the different methods.
We also measured photometry in the available Spitzer In-
frared Array Camera (IRAC) imaging in channel 1 (λ=3.6µm)
and channel 2 (λ=4.5µm) 7, which we mosaiced. This imaging
covers a depth of typically ∼24.9 magnitudes at 5σ, although this
is inhomogeneous across the imaging as a result of the increased
crowding and intracluster light near the centre of the field of
view. These depths are also subject to being able to extract re-
liable photometry via deconfusion techniques.
The photometry in this imaging was measured using the de-
confusion code TPHOT8. Briefly, the user provides the code with
spatial and surface brightness information for a catalogue of ob-
jects as detected in the high-resolution imaging (in this case,
the HST F160W imaging). The code convolves galaxy templates
taken from the high-resolution image with a transfer kernel in
order to create the corresponding template in the low-resolution
image. The fluxes of these low-resolution templates are all fitted
together, in order to produce a best fitting model of the low-
resolution image. For further details, the reader is referred to
Merlin et al. (2015).
With this approach, we found two clear IRAC detections
among our LAE sample, and an additional six with ∼ 2 − 4σ
detections. For the remaining objects, we used the locally esti-
mated depth of the image to set an upper limit at 3 times the
depth of the observation to better constrain the restframe opti-
cal properties. A caveat to our approach is the issue of excessive
crowding in the cluster centre, where some of the candidates are
situated. For these objects, extracting reliable photometry was
particularly challenging, even when additionally attempting to
fit the background to account for the cluster light, but we found
that given their relatively large uncertainties, they had little effect
on our results.
2.2. Integral field spectroscopy
The MUSE instrument mounted on the VLT (Bacon et al. 2012)
is a powerful tool to blindly look for LAEs behind clusters. Its
relatively large field of view (1 arcmin2), spectral range (4750-
9350 Å), relatively high spatial (0.2′′) and spectral (∼3000) res-
olution, and stability allowed us to find LAEs down to an ob-
served flux of 10−18 erg/s/cm2 in a 1×1′field with only 4 hours
of exposure.
AS1063 was targeted with MUSE to search for high-redshift
galaxies (Paper 1) and simultaneously aid in constraining the
lens properties, see Caminha et al. (2016, hereafter C16) for a
detailed description of the used lensing models. The data on the
south-western half of AS1063 was described in Paper 1 and con-
sists of 8 exposures of 1400 seconds each9, or a total integration
time of 3.1 hours. In this paper we add the north-eastern half of
AS1063 to the available data, which has 12 exposures of 1440
seconds, or a total integration time of 4.8 hours10. We note that
4 of the later exposures were rated with a grade C, meaning the
7 PI Soifer, programme ID 10170
8 TPHOT is publicly available for downloading from www.
astrodeep.eu/t-phot/, see also Merlin et al. (2015)
9 ESO Programme 060.A-9345, PI Caputi & Grillo
10 ESO Programme 095.A-0653, PI Caputi
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Fig. 1: Distribution map of the identified galaxies, in the fore and background (left) and in the cluster (right). The galaxies are over-
plotted on an HST-RGB image, consisting of the F435W (blue), F606W (green), and F814W (red) filters from the FF programme.
In the left panel, the background galaxies are shown with red circles, while foreground objects are shown with blue circles. In the
right panel, squares correspond to passive cluster galaxies, while stars indicate active cluster galaxies, where their classification is
based on the presence or absence of optical emission lines. The galaxies have been coloured according to their velocity relative
to the cluster (z = 0.3475), with bluer colours meaning higher velocities towards us, and redder colours corresponding to higher
velocities away from us, see also the colour bar on the right.
observational requirements were not met. However, we did in-
clude these exposures to our datacube, as they did not decrease
the spatial resolution, and did improve the depth of the final dat-
acube.
Each pointing employed the same observing strategy, where
we used observation blocks of 1440s which followed a dither
pattern with offsets of a fraction of an arcsecond and rotations of
90 degrees to better remove cosmic rays and to obtain a better
noise map. We followed the data reduction as described in Paper
1 for both pointings, and refer to that paper for details. Here we
provide only a brief description of the data reduction. We used
the standard pipeline of MUSE Data Reduction Software version
1.0 on all of the raw data. This pipeline includes the standard re-
duction steps like bias subtraction, flatfielding, wavelength cal-
ibration, illumination correction, and cosmic ray removal. We
checked all wavelength calibrations for accuracy and verified the
wavelength solutions. The pipeline then combines the raw data
into a datacube that includes the variance of every pixel at every
wavenlength. Consequently, we subtracted the remainder of the
sky at every wavelength by measuring the median offset in 11
blank areas at every wavelength, and subtracting this from the
entire field. We measured a spatial FWHM of 1.1′′ in the south-
western datacube and a FWHM of < 1.0′′ in the north-eastern
datacube on a point like source selected from HST images in
both pointings.
For each pointing, we used a spectrally collapsed image of
the datacube to find sources. In addition to this, we visually
inspected the datacube to find sources with emission lines that
were not visible in the stacked image. Further, we used the HST
images to look for bright galaxies not included in our list, or
galaxies that were only visible in either or both of the F606W and
F814W bands, as this is often a good indication that the source is
at high redshift. Finally, we used the predictions from our lens-
ing models to search for additional images of lensed LAEs in
MUSE observations. At each of these positions, we then ex-
tracted a spectrum with an aperture of 1′′ radius to determine
the redshift of the galaxy.
3. Spectral analysis
We presented the redshifts obtained from the first south-western
(SW) pointing in Paper 1. Here we complement those measure-
ments with the new redshifts determined for the north-eastern
(NE) half of AS1063. In Appendix A we provide a complete
compilation of all the redshifts obtained from our two MUSE
pointings. We determined redshifts for 3 additional high-redshift
galaxies with multiple images, of which two were described
in C16. The third system is a z = 3.606 LBG, with weak
Lyα emission and two images within the south western MUSE
pointing. This system, labelled as SW-70, has a clear continuum
and several UV absorption features clearly visible in both im-
ages, see Fig. 4.
We selected all the LAEs that we found in the observations,
see Table 1, resulting in 6 and 8 LAEs behind the south-western
half and the north-eastern half of AS1063 respectively. Two of
these LAEs were discussed in more detail in Vanzella et al.
(2016a) and Caminha et al. (2015). The first is an optically-
thin, young, and low-mass galaxy that is a good candidate for
a Lyman continuum emitter, which we studied using the ex-
panded wavelength range and higher resolution spectroscopy of
X-SHOOTER. The second LAE is accompanied by an extended
Lyα nebula, for which we found the most likely origin is scat-
tered Lyα photons emitted by embedded star formation.
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NE-91
1"
SW-49a SW-49b SW-50
SW-68a SW-68b NE-93a NE-93b
SW-51 NE-94a NE-94b NE-96
NE-97 SW-52a SW-52b NE-98a
NE-98b NE-99a NE-99b NE-100
SW-53a SW-53b NE-118c NE-118d
Fig. 2: HST F814W stamps of all LAEs in the MUSE footprint. The ID of each LAE is plotted in the top right corner of each panel.
Each stamp is 4′′ on each side, and a scalebar with a size of 1′′ is shown in the top left image.
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We determined the redshifts for 116 objects in the NE of
AS1063, belonging to 102 individual galaxies. We found 6 fore-
ground objects, 74 galaxies that belong to the cluster, and 22
galaxies behind the cluster. We identified 10 galaxies that show
multiple images, for a total of 25 images, including the two im-
ages of the quintiply lensed z = 6.11 LAE which still lacked
spectroscopic confirmation. Combining these redshifts with the
SW MUSE observations, results in a total of 9 foreground ob-
jects, 121 cluster galaxies, and 42 background galaxies with
MUSE redshifts in the central region of AS1063. We do not find
any high-ionization UV emission lines for any of the new LAEs.
The total number of spectroscopically confirmed multiple
image systems in AS1063 has been increased from 10 to 18,
with 17 systems having at least 2 redshifts spectroscopically de-
termined with MUSE, see Table B.1. We find one additional faint
line emitter which we associate with Lyα emission at z = 5.894,
which has no clear counterpart in the FF images. The lensing
model predicts additional images outside of the observed MUSE
field, but their magnifications are too low to be detected in the
HST images. The addition of 2 and possibly 3 spectroscopically
confirmed systems at z > 5 should help to further constrain the
cosmological parameters, see C16, while the increased number
of z = 3 − 4 images will decrease the degeneracies and uncer-
tainties in the models. We corrected all properties in the main
body of this paper for gravitational lensing magnification, using
the model described in Appendix B.
Due to lensing distortions, most of the galaxies discussed
here have irregular morphologies in the image plane. To opti-
mize the S/N of the Lyα line, we created a spatial mask for each
source, and extracted the spectrum within this mask. Each mask
was constructed by collapsing the cube over the spectral width
of the Lyα line, smoothing this stacked image by a 3 pixel wide
boxcar function, and masking out every pixel with values < 5σ
off the background. We verified that this effectively masked out
nearby contaminating sources, while also selecting the entire re-
gion of Lyα emission.
In Fig. 3, we show the observed line profiles of all LAEs
discovered in the datacubes, uncorrected for magnification. It is
clear from this figure that the observed fluxes vary widely, from
very bright (SW-49) to very faint (NE-97) Lyα lines. We see that
all profiles have an asymmetry typical for Lyα lines, and most
show a clear smaller blue peak or suggest the presence of a small
blue peak. The width of the lines varies amongst our sample, but
we find that most LAEs have narrow emission lines. Such narrow
lines suggest the presence of low column density gas, and are
suggested to be candidate Lyman continuum emitters (e.g. Jones
et al. 2013; Verhamme et al. 2015; Vanzella et al. 2016a; Dijkstra
& Gronke 2016).
3.1. Physical properties deduced from Lyα
The LAEs studied here belong to the intrinsically-faintest galax-
ies ( fλ = 36 − 2500 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2) spectroscopi-
cally confirmed at these redshifts, see Fig. 5. We measured
the Lyα luminosity by summing the flux over the spectro-
scopic width of the Lyα line, and subtracting the average of
uncontaminated spectral regions redwards and bluewards of
Lyα. Subsequently, we used our lensing models to correct the
luminosities for the magnifications due to the galaxy cluster, see
Table C.1 for the adopted magnification factors. The errors on
the magnifications are typically of the order of 5-10%, which are
generally larger than the photometric errors. For clarity, we have
not propagated the errors on our magnification into our error es-
timates of other properties in any table or figure. An additional
ID RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) z
NE-91 342.19238 -44.52505 2.9760
SW-49a 342.17505 -44.54102 3.1169c,e
SW-49b 342.17315 -44.53999 3.1169a,b,c,e, f
SW-50 342.16225 -44.53829 3.1160
SW-68a 342.18745 -44.53869 3.1166a,h
SW-68b 342.17886 -44.53587 3.1166a,h
NE-93a 342.18283 -44.52028 3.1690
NE-93b 342.19196 -44.52409 3.1690
SW-51 342.17402 -44.54124 3.2275
NE-94a 342.18935 -44.51871 3.2857
NE-94b 342.19615 -44.52291 3.2857
NE-96 342.19709 -44.52483 3.4514
NE-97 342.19100 -44.52679 3.7131
SW-52a 342.18150 -44.53936 4.1130c
SW-52b 342.17918 -44.53870 4.1130c
NE-98a 342.19015 -44.53093 5.0510
NE-98b 342.19085 -44.53566 5.0510
NE-99a 342.18378 -44.52122 5.2373
NE-99b 342.18874 -44.52276 5.2373
NE-100 342.19701 -44.52212 5.8940
SW-53a 342.18106 -44.53462 6.1074b,c,g
SW-53b 342.19088 -44.53747 6.1074b,c,g
NE-118c† 342.18402 -44.53159 6.1074
NE-118d† 342.18904 -44.53004 6.1074
SW-70a 342.18586 -44.53883 3.6065
SW-70b 342.17892 -44.53668 3.6065
Table 1: LAEs behind AS1063, see Table A.1 for quality flags
and a cross correlation with multiple images. The last galaxy,
SW-70, is no LAE, but a Lyman Break galaxy with minimal
Lyα emission, and is therefore not considered in the remain-
der of this paper. Previous redshift determinations by: aC16,
bBalestra et al. (2013), cPaper 1, dRichard et al. (2014),eVanzella
et al. (2016a), f Johnson et al. (2014), gBoone et al. (2013), and
hCaminha et al. (2015).
† NE-118 is the same image family as SW-53 but located in the
NE rather than the SW. To avoid confusion with object NE-53,
we listed the objects with the NE-118 identifier.
error based on the magnification is therefore applicable for flux
derived properties, such as luminosities and stellar masses.
As we have multiple images for some galaxies, we can per-
form a test on our luminosities and magnifications. We com-
pared the obtained luminosities for these objects, and used the
mean luminosity when they agreed within 2σ. For those sources
where a larger difference was found, we reinvestigated the dat-
acube, and found that the lower-luminosity objects were under-
estimated. For two of these, the underestimation was due to the
proximity of the edge, which resulted in only a partial coverage.
For 3 other objects, contamination by nearby cluster members re-
sulted in an oversubtraction of the continuum, while for 1 object
a lower S/N in combination with proximity to a skyline resulted
in lower fluxes.
3.1.1. Line profile modelling
In addition to LLyα, we used our spectra to obtain physical prop-
erties of the gas surrounding these faint galaxies. We used the
Lyα line fitting pipeline described in detail in Gronke et al.
(2015) which consists of a pre-computed grid of Lyα radiative
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Fig. 3: Lyα lines for the LAEs extracted from the MUSE datacube, shown by the blue lines. The spectra are shifted to restframe
wavelengths, and the fluxes are not corrected for the gravitational magnification. The grey bands show wavelengths with significant
sky interference, while the black dashed line shows the restframe wavelength of Lyα. The systemic redshifts of LAEs SW-49 and
SW-68 have been determined from the narrow UV-emission lines, while we adopted the redshifts based on the Lyα line for the other
objects.
transfer models on an expanding shell and a Bayesian fitting
framework.
The expanding shell model (first used by Ahn et al. 2003)
consists of a central Lyα (and continuum) emitting source sur-
rounded by an outflowing shell of hydrogen and dust. Such a
model has six free parameters: two describing the photon emit-
ting source (the intrinsic line width σi and equivalent width
EWi), three for the shell content (the neutral hydrogen column
density NH i, the dust optical depth τd and the effective tempera-
ture T which includes the approximate effect of turbulence) and
the outflow velocity vexp.
The pre-computed grid mentioned above consists of 10, 800
models11 covering the three parameters T , NH i and vexp as they
11 The spectra can be accessed online at http://bit.ly/
man-alpha/.
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Fig. 4: Spectrum of object SW-70a, a newly identified LBG in the SW of AS1063. The spectrum has been smoothed for illustrative
purposes, the grey bands correspond to wavelengths with significant sky interference.
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Fig. 5: The delensed luminosity of the Lyα line against the red-
shift of our targets, marked by the red stars. We compare this to
previously large samples of spectroscopically-confirmed LAEs
in the literature, which are shown by dots of different colours.
We overplot the values of L? at various redshifts from Ouchi
et al. (2008) with a black dashed line.
shape the spectrum in a complex, non-linear fashion (Verhamme
et al. 2015). The grid was created using the radiative Monte
Carlo code tlac (Gronke & Dijkstra 2014) which traces indi-
vidual photon packages in real- and frequency space (for a com-
prehensive review on Lyα radiative transfer see, e.g., Dijkstra
2014).
The effect of the remaining three parameters is modelled in
post-processing by assigning a weight to each individual photon
packet, which means that the procedure affects the shape of the
line and not only the normalization. This strategy does not only
save computational time but allows to model these parameters
continuously, and thus, leads to a more precise sampling of the
likelihood when comparing the modelled data to observations.
The actual fitting procedure is done by sampling the Gaus-
sian likelihood using the affine invariant Monte-Carlo sampler
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) using 400 walkers and
600 steps 12. In addition to the minimal set of the six shell-
model parameters, we also fit simultaneously for the redshift z
and the full-width at half maximum of the Gaussian smoothing
kernel FWHM. Note that the former adds immense complex-
ity to the fitting procedure as shifting z by a small fraction can
alter the quality of the fit tremendously. We used the redshift
estimate from UV emission lines if available or otherwise the
redshift of Lyα with an intrinsic uncertainty of ∼ 200 km s−1
(see §3.1) as a prior. Alternatively, the latter, i.e. smoothing the
spectrum, makes the likelihood function better behaved. How-
ever, the width of the smoothing kernel is a function of the ac-
tual size of the Lyα halo as well as the measurement aperture.
Therefore, we used an allowed range for FWHM corresponding
to the wavelength-dependent spectral resolution of the MUSE
instrument.
Gronke et al. (2015) discussed the uncertainties of using
Lyα line profile fitting for various effects, for example morphol-
ogy and signal-to-noise ratio. They showed that the expansion
velocity and column density can be recovered reasonably well
in most cases, while degeneracies and uncertainties are more
prominent among the other parameters. Therefore, we focus in
this paper on these two quantities, although we give the full fit-
ting results in Appendix D. This is, to our knowledge, the first
time that the gaseous properties of such faint sources are studied
through Lyα modelling. Therefore, this presents one of the first
studies to determine the effect star formation has on gas in these
faint galaxies.
3.1.2. Shell properties
We modelled the Lyα profiles of 12 LAEs using the approach de-
scribed above yielding excellent fits to the observed Lyα spectra
(see Appendix D). We present the properties based on the
Lyα line in table 2, where we already combined the multiple
images into a single result. We modelled the Lyα line profile of
each image, and combined the results of each modelling into a
single result per LAE. We used the average of all images, af-
ter discarding multiple images which were possibly affected by
close galaxies or artefacts in the datacube. We did not include
12 For particularly difficult, multi-modal cases we used a parallel tem-
pered ensemble MCMC sampler (for a review see, Earl & Deem 2005)
with 20 temperatures, 50 walkers and 3000 steps.
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Fig. 6: The delensed luminosity in Lyα against the column den-
sity determined from modelling the Lyα profile. Legend and
symbols are as in Fig. 5.
2 LAEs in the modelling, as their Lyα lines were too faint and
spectrally unresolved.
In Fig. 6, we show that the column density of the expand-
ing shell is low in all of the galaxies. In Vanzella et al. (2016a)
we reported the results of Lyα line modelling for SW-49 using
higher resolution X-Shooter spectra and an updated shell-model
fitting pipeline. We find that the MUSE and X-Shooter results
are broadly consistent within the error bars, although we used
a larger database reaching lower column densities for the X-
Shooter spectrum.
We compare the best fit column densities in our sample to
those found by Verhamme et al. (2008) and Hashimoto et al.
(2015), who also fit Lyα profiles with expanding shell models.
With all except one LAE best fit with Log(NH/cm2) < 20 and
only five LAEs with Log(NH/cm2) > 19, we find lower column
densities than the other studies. However, the galaxies studied
here are also ∼1 dex fainter than the ones presented in Verhamme
et al. (2008) and Hashimoto et al. (2015).
These low column densities support the idea that for these
faint galaxies, the Lyα is not significantly broadened by scatter-
ing. This is consistent with the picture that Lyα escape becomes
easier for fainter galaxies with significant Lyα emission.
We find no trends in the velocity of the expanding shell with
the Lyα luminosity, but we note that we find relatively low out-
flow velocities in all galaxies. The absence of a correlation be-
tween the Lyα luminosity and the expansion velocity of the shell
is unexpected, as both are considered to correlate with the SFR
(e.g. Weiner et al. 2009; Bradshaw et al. 2013; Chisholm et al.
2015). A possible explanation could be that the outflow speed
does not follow the SFR at low masses, see below, or that the
Lyα luminosity depends more strongly on the escape fraction of
Lyα photons than on the SFR.
4. Stellar properties
We used the constructed photometric catalogue in combina-
tion with the spectroscopic redshifts to perform a spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED) fitting on our selected sample. We used
LePhare (Arnouts et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2006) in combina-
tion with Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) templates
Range nr. steps
Age 0.01 Myr - 2.3 Gyr 50
E(B-V) 0 - 1.5 20
Z 0.0004 - 0.02 (Z) 4
τ 0.001 Gyr - 5 Gyr 5
Table 3: The parameter space used for constructing stellar tem-
plates used in our SED fitting. The stepsizes are logarithmic dis-
tributed for the ages, while we use an irregular spacing for the
stepsizes of E(B-V) where we finely sample the low values, and
use larger steps for the higher values. The metallicities corre-
spond to the m32, m42, m52 and m62 models of BC03.
to fit the photometry with stellar population models (see Ta-
ble 3 for our model parameters). The set of stellar populations
consists of an exponentially declining star formation histories,
S FR(t) = S FR0 × e−t/τ, with different values for τ. In addi-
tion, we created templates with three different metallicities, and
ages up to the age of the Universe. We used a Calzetti et al.
(2000) extinction curve to attenuate all stellar templates, with
0 < E(B − V) < 1.5. We enabled adding nebular emission lines
to the templates based on their UV luminosity as described in
Ilbert et al. (2009), where the line fluxes of [O ii] λ3727 are de-
rived using the current SFR, and [O iii] λλ4959, 5007, Hα, and
H β are then scaled from locally derived line ratios. The addi-
tion of emission lines to stellar-population templates is shown to
be important in the high-redshift Universe (e.g. Schaerer & de
Barros 2009; de Barros et al. 2014).
We fitted the SED of each image and combined the re-
sults of the multiple images in a similar method as for the
Lyα luminosities and Lyα line fitting. We used the average re-
sults of multiple images when the quality of the photometric data
of each image is similar, but adopt the results of only the best
constrained image if the difference is significant, for example
for NE-94 we only used image a. For galaxies where we suspect
contamination from nearby galaxies, e.g. SW-68b, we used only
the images without contamination. We performed tests on the
reliability of our results in Appendix C, and found that although
there are few constraints in the restframe optical, our results do
not change significantly.
We present the results from the SED fitting in Tab. 4. We
remind the reader that most of the photometry is in the rest-
frame UV, but that the Hawk-I and IRAC filters trace the rest-
frame optical. We detected 6 LAEs in the K-band and 1 LAE
in the IRAC filters, but the non-detections provide important up-
perlimits when determining stellar masses and show that there is
no hidden dominant old population of stars.
The masses we derived from our SED fitting are very low,
varying from ∼ 106M to ∼ 108M, significantly lower than the
stellar masses explored in previous studies of LAEs. This is not
surprising, as these galaxies are among the intrinsically faintest
discovered so far with absolute UV-magnitudes ranging form -19
to -14, and illustrates once more the advantages of gravitational
lensing. We note that for 2 LAEs discovered here (NE-99 and
NE-100), we recovered only a single detection through all deep
FF filters, which is in the filter containing Lyα. The completion
of the NIR-imaging of AS1063 in the summer of 2016 should
add more detections to these objects, and will better constrain
the properties of these possibly even less massive galaxies.
In Figure 7, we compare the stellar masses of our galaxies to
their Lyα luminosities. We see that the lower masses are paired
with lower luminosities. The low luminosities and masses found
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ID z fLyα (a) Log(LLyα /(erg/s))(b) Log(NH/cm−2)(c) vexp(d)
10−20 erg/s/cm−2
NE-91 2.9760 108±14 40.91±0.06 — —
SW-49 3.1166 1080±129 41.91±0.06 17.07+0.26−0.03 66.78+7.07−6.11
SW-50 3.1169 984±18 41.92±0.01 17.53+0.24−0.23 123.63+6.57−5.85
SW-68 3.1166 1942±16 42.22±0.01 20.01+0.20−0.25 463.18+20.40−48.58
NE-93 3.1690 431±26 41.58±0.02 18.36+1.16−0.65 44.65+27.91−1.79
SW-51 3.2271 36±2 41.24±0.01 18.53+0.50−0.71 97.99+14.63−17.76
NE-94 3.2857 524±27 41.70±0.02 19.22+0.37−0.20 183.33+23.37−8.92
NE-96 3.4514 228±15 41.39±0.03 18.59+0.14−0.25 56.68+7.35−8.85
NE-97 3.7131 155±19 41.30±0.06 20.39+0.09−0.14 180.58+13.00−12.00
SW-52 4.1130 106±4 41.24±0.02 17.12+0.32−0.17 98.10+12.93−10.29
NE-98 5.0510 186±8 41.70±0.02 19.42+0.22−0.21 149.27+11.83−11.83
NE-99 5.2373 113±11 41.47±0.05 17.99+0.97−0.56 107.87+223.75−127.68
NE-100 5.8940 60±32 41.36±0.33 — —
SW-53 6.1074 2694±67 43.04±0.01 19.81+0.07−0.08 150.56+3.69−4.1
Table 2: Properties derived from Lyα spectroscopy, after averaging results for multiple images. The columns are (a) lens-corrected
Lyα flux, (b) luminosity, (c) the hydrogen column density, and (d) expansion velocity.
ID Log(M?/M) Log(AgeSSP/yr) E(B-V) Log(SFRSED/(M yr−1)) Log(sSFR/yr) β MUV
NE-91 8.02+0.20−0.19 8.26
+0.45
−0.67 0.03
+0.03
−0.02 -0.38
+0.16
−1.32 -8.56
+0.39
−1.10 -2.42±0.09 -17.77
SW-49 6.91+0.18−0.08 6.70
+0.89
−0.06 0.045
+0.03
−0.015 -0.16
+0.90
−0.30 -7.00
+0.80
−0.30 -2.79±0.08 -17.09
SW-50 8.23+0.05−0.06 6.28
+1.28
−0.63 0.30
+0.00
−0.20 1.88
+0.69
−1.99 -6.34
+0.69
−2.82 -1.95±0.05 -18.05
SW-68 7.78+0.26−0.16 7.12
+0.69
−0.48 0.10
+0.10
−0.05 0.36
+0.67
−0.51 -7.39
+0.66
−0.90 -2.09±0.08 -18.18
NE-93 6.24+0.27−0.03 6.49
+0.84
−0.03 0.035
+0.036
−0.005 -0.47
+0.91
−0.07 -6.61
+0.80
−0.03 -2.85±0.46 -15.63
SW-51 6.81+0.49−0.34 7.59
+0.82
−0.65 0.05
+0.05
−0.03 -0.96
+0.30
−0.27 -7.87
+0.63
−0.69 -2.31±0.05 -15.83
NE-94 8.50+0.16−0.16 6.70
+0.66
−0.66 0.30
+0.05
−0.05 1.61
+0.93
−0.59 -6.74
+0.64
−0.75 -1.77±0.08 -18.30
NE-96 7.33+0.41−0.44 7.24
+0.87
−0.96 0.10
+0.15
−0.07 -0.36
+1.34
−0.64 -7.46
+1.12
−1.26 -2.14±0.22 -16.60
NE-97 6.35+0.18−0.17 6.40
+0.72
−0.75 0.03
+0.03
−0.02 -0.18
+0.81
−0.69 -6.47
+0.71
−0.85 -2.90±0.15 -15.98
SW-52 6.36+0.38−0.25 7.12
+0.53
−0.66 0.03
+0.03
−0.02 -0.90
+0.61
−0.33 -7.26
+0.74
−0.88 -2.50±0.28 -15.33
NE-98 6.46+0.10−0.09 6.16
+0.36
−0.66 0.01
+0.02
−0.01 0.28
+0.66
−0.54 -6.19
+0.68
−0.45 -3.17±0.02 a -16.19
NE-99 — — — — — — -14.42
NE-100 — — — — — — >-14.70
SW-53 7.47+0.00−0.00 6.04
+0.30
−0.54 0.00
+0.00
−0.00 1.37
+0.60
−0.30 -6.10
+0.60
−0.30 -3.17±0.02 a -18.97
Table 4: Stellar properties derived from SED modelling using LePhare in combination with BC03 templates. The properties were
derived after averaging the results of multiple images of the same source, if applicable. See Appendix C for results of all individual
LAEs.
a This is the maximal UV slope in our used templates, the photometric UV-slope is steeper and the small errors are therefore not
representative but a result of our method of calculating β.
here in comparison to previous literature results confirm again
that these objects probe a new region of parameter space.
The presence of such narrow and strong Lyα emission is al-
ready a clear indication that there is little dust present. We find
that the median marginalized E(B-V) values are all very small,
with only 3 galaxies having E(B-V)>0.1, in agreement with pre-
vious studies (e.g. Atek et al. 2014).
The ages of these very low mass objects are relatively low,
i.e. 1-100 Myr, see Fig. 8. We find that only two galaxies have
an age > 100 Myr, and age seems to decrease with redshift. The
young stellar ages indicate that these are systems that are rapidly
building up their mass. This is confirmed by the SFR that we ob-
tain given the low stellar masses, see Fig. 9, as with the current
SFR, most galaxies will double their mass within 107 years. As
a consequence of these young ages, the models produced by dif-
ferent values of τ are very similar. Therefore, the current data are
unable to distinguish between the different star formation histo-
ries.
We compare the SED-derived SFR to the SFR extrapolated
from the SFR-stellar mass relation determined for more massive
galaxies, both at lower and similar redshift. We find that most
of the LAEs fall above this relation if an extrapolation of the
power-law relation described by Whitaker et al. (2014) is con-
sidered. Because very little is known about the SFR in low mass
galaxies, this extrapolation is rather uncertain due to a degener-
acy between the slope of the power-law and its zero-point. If we
use the steep power-law relation described for z ∼ 4 galaxies by
Salmon et al. (2015), the number of LAEs above this relation
will decrease by a factor 2. We note however, that many studies
favor a slope of α = 1 (e.g. González et al. 2010; Whitaker et al.
2014; Ilbert et al. 2015), which would make most of these LAE
starbursting galaxies.
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Fig. 7: The stellar mass versus the lens-corrected
Lyα luminosity. The LAEs described here are compared to
a collection of previous LAE studies, with the colours identical
to Fig. 5, where we have supplemented the results from Blanc
et al. (2011) with those of Hagen et al. (2014).
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Fig. 8: The stellar mass versus the age of the stellar population,
as determined by SED-fitting of exponentionally declining star
formation histories. The coloured dots correspond to a variety
of results from previous spectroscopically-confirmed LAE stud-
ies, while the grey squares correspond to the collection of com-
posites assembled by McLinden et al. (2014). For comparison,
we also plot a sample of non-LAE, represented by the pink dots
(Finkelstein et al. 2015).
To have a clearer understanding of whether these faint LAEs
are normally star forming or starbursting, we looked at the spe-
cific SFR (sSFR=SFR/M?). We find that in our sample of LAEs
the average sSFR is significantly higher than seen in other LAE
samples, see Figs. 10 and 11. This shows that these galaxies are
not only young, but are still actively forming stars. The sSFR
classifies these galaxies as starburst galaxies, if one assumes the
flat sSFR-M? correlation found for stellar masses M? < 109
(González et al. 2010; Whitaker et al. 2014; Ilbert et al. 2015).
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Fig. 9: Stellar mass versus the star formation rate. See Fig. 10
for a description of the different studies. The black dots and dark
grey region correspond to the SFR for galaxies in CANDELS at
z ∼ 4 as determined by Salmon et al. (2015), while the black
dashed line presents an extrapolation to lower masses based on
these data. We show the SFR for a sample of z = 2.0−2.5 galax-
ies from Whitaker et al. (2014) and three possible extrapolations
to lower masses with the black line and three grey lines respec-
tively.
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Fig. 10: The specific SFR as a function of redshift. The sSFR of
our sample, Ono et al. (2010), Mallery et al. (2012), and Wofford
et al. (2013) is calculated using only SED fitting, for Hayes et al.
(2014), Henry et al. (2015) the sSFR is calculated using the SFR
based on Hα, and the sSFR of Jiang et al. (2016) is calculated
using S FRUV. The black line shows the sSFR of the CANDELS
galaxies from Salmon et al. (2015).
However, whether this relation is flat at these redshifts is un-
known, as this mass range has not been explored before even at
low redshift.
Similarly high sSFRs are rarely found in any other sources.
For more massive sources at high-redshift with young ages, a
typical log(sSFR)=-8 is found (e.g González et al. 2010; Stark
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Fig. 11: Stellar mass versus the specific star formation rate. See
Figs. 10 and 9 for a description of the different studies and leg-
end.
et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2015, 2016; Tasca et al. 2015), although
Ono et al. (2012) and Finkelstein et al. (2013) report a similarly
high sSFR at z > 7. Extreme emission line galaxies (EELGs)
at lower redshift show similar values on average, but the spread
is large enough that the upper envelope contains some galaxies
with log(sSFR)> −7.5 (Cardamone et al. 2009; Amorín et al.
2014, 2015; Maseda et al. 2014; Ly et al. 2014). A comparable
evolution of the sSFR with redshift as seen in normal galaxies
(see Speagle et al. 2014, for a recent compilation), could bring
the EELGs up to a similar sSFR found in our sample, strength-
ening the possible link between EELGs and high-redshift LAEs.
We compared the sSFR to all other parameters, but find
no further correlations with neither any gaseous nor any stel-
lar property. Even the apparent trend of an increasing sSFR with
increasing LLyαwithin our sample disappears when other studies
are added, see Fig. 12. This suggests that the sSFR has no influ-
ence on the Lyα line profile or the physics that shape the line,
nor is the sSFR influenced by any other stellar parameter than
the stellar mass and age. It is noteworthy that in several of these
plots we find higher sSFR within our sample when compared to
other samples at a given property. This further suggests that the
high sSFR is driven by the low stellar mass and young age.
Most galaxies, except two (SW-50 and SW-51), are best fit
with a low metallicity, however a solar metallicity falls within
our 1σ certainty range for most of the LAEs. A low metallicity
for most of these galaxies would be in agreement with all pre-
vious results that these are recently formed, low-mass galaxies
which are rapidly building up mass and have not been able to
produce a large amount of metals.
4.1. Lyα escape fraction
To understand the evolution and formation of the Lyα luminosity
function and the process of reionization it is important to
determine how much of the Lyα flux escapes the galaxy.
To estimate this, we follow previous studies, using the UV
or SED derived SFRUV/S ED and compare these to the SFR
calculated from Lyα (SFRLyα) to define the escape fraction
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Fig. 12: Lyα luminosity versus the specific star formation rate.
See Fig. 10 for a description of the different studies.
fesc=SFRLyα/SFRS ED. We determine SFRLyα following Kenni-
cutt (1998) and assuming case B recombination:
S FRLyα(M yr−1) = LLyα(erg s−1)/8.7 × 7.9 × 10−42. (1)
We caution the reader that this relation has been calibrated on
stable star forming galaxies and that this may not be applicable
at very young ages.
In Fig. 13 we show the Lyα escape fraction as a function
of stellar mass. We find higher escape fraction for lower stellar
masses, a trend which remains visible after other studies are in-
cluded. We note, however, that this trend is also a natural effect
of the selection bias when studying LAEs. Galaxies with low es-
cape fractions will have very little or no Lyα emission, and will
therefore remain undetected in emission line studies, whereas
low mass galaxies will evade detection in the continuum. These
effects would produce a trend similar to the one observed here,
however, the dearth of massive galaxies with high-escape frac-
tions is genuine and cannot be explained by selection effects.
4.2. UV-continuum slope
We used the best-fitting SED model to measure β, the slope of
the UV spectrum defined as fλ ∝ λβ (e.g. Meurer et al. 1999),
following Finkelstein et al. (2012). We chose to use the best-
fitting SED model to measure β rather than observed colors as
this was shown to be a more stable approach (e.g. Finkelstein
et al. 2012; Bouwens et al. 2014). We adopted the spectral win-
dows defined by Calzetti et al. (1994), and directly fitted a power
law to the best-fitting template in these windows. We find a clear
relation between the stellar mass and β, see Fig. 14, in agree-
ment with previous results (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2014). For each
galaxy, we derive the uncertainty of β by repeating the full-SED
modelling for 1000 mock galaxies, created by randomly dis-
turbing its photometry taken from a normal random distribution
based on the photometric errors. Because the minimum value of
β ≈ −3.2 for BC03 models with a Chabrier IMF, galaxies with
photometric slopes bluer than this will almost always be best fit-
ted with β = −3.2, even after scattering the photometry. This
leads to unrealistically small errors for some of our UV-slopes,
e.g. NE-98. We then fitted a Gaussian to the distribution of β of
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Fig. 13: The Lyα escape fraction versus the stellar mass. We fol-
lowed most studies and used the indirect fesc=SFRLyα/SFRS ED,
while Hayes et al. (2014) and Henry et al. (2015) used the flux
ratio of Lyα to Hα to directly derive fesc.
all mock galaxies, and report the resulting σ as the uncertainty
in β. We calculated the slope of the β-mass relation to be 0.43 in
our sample, comparable to the maximum slope of 0.46 at z = 7
by Finkelstein et al. (2012). We note however, that the majority
of our samples lies at 3 < z < 4, for which Finkelstein et al.
(2012) found a slope of only 0.17. An important factor in this
difference could be our selection bias, meaning that we only find
galaxies with strong Lyα emission.
Dunlop et al. (2012) argued that very blue UV slopes could
be caused by low S/N photometry. In this study however, we do
not suffer from uncertainties in redshift, which are the largest
factor in the scatter of β in photometric studies. Therefore, we
do not expect to be affected by the same bias. The very blue
slopes are also in agreement with the low stellar masses, low
dust extinction, and young ages found in these LAEs, as also
discussed for example by Dunlop et al. (2012).
Jiang et al. (2016) measured the UV-slope of their sample of
LAEs, and they find a significant number of more massive LAEs
with very blue slopes. This seems to be in disagreement with
our and other previous results, as they would predict that more
massive galaxies have redder continua due to a higher metallic-
ity and larger amounts of dust. This is possibly due to low S/N
photometric data available for the relevant sources in Jiang et al.
(2016), leading to a larger scatter found in the β slope (Dun-
lop et al. 2012). Another possible explanation for this is that
the number density of blue more-massive LAEs is significantly
lower than those of slightly redder LAEs. Because we are only
observing a rather small volume, this means that the very low
number of blue massive LAEs in our sample is expected.
We note that for a few of our LAEs, we find the steepest
theoretically-allowed β for pure stellar populations without a
nebular contribution, i.e. β = −3.17. In these cases, the observa-
tions are representative of an even steeper slope, and, naturally,
models with flatter continuum slopes are disfavoured by SED
fitting. A steeper UV continuum than the theoretical maximum
value for stellar templates β < −3.2 can be achieved by includ-
ing the effects of a nebular continuum into the SED fitting (e.g.
Schaerer & de Barros 2009; Zackrisson et al. 2013) or by us-
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Fig. 14: The stellar mass versus the UV-continuum slope β. We
overplotted a number of LAEs from Hagen et al. (2014), Henry
et al. (2015), and Jiang et al. (2016), the median of CANDELS
galaxies at z = 4 from Finkelstein et al. (2012), and a sample of
EELGs from van der Wel et al. (2011).
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Fig. 15: The SFR versus the UV-continuum slope β. We over-
plotted a number of LAEs from Henry et al. (2015) and Jiang
et al. (2016).
ing top-heavy IMFs or Pop III stars (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2010;
Zackrisson et al. 2011).
A steep UV-continuum slope is associated with young and
rapidly star forming galaxies without a significant amount of
dust. Therefore, one would expect that β might correlate with
the SFR. We show the comparison between SFR and β in Fig.
15, but we see that there is no obvious correlation between the
two either in our sample, or in either of the other samples. The
lack of a clear relation between SFR and β in our sample could
possibly be due to the large uncertainty in the SFR derived from
SED modelling, however, it has also been found in other studies.
A physical reason for the absence of a correlation could be that
the metallicity, and therefore the dust opacity, is not as strongly
correlated with SFR as with stellar mass.
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Fig. 16: The expansion velocity, derived from Lyα line mod-
elling, against the sSFR, derived from SED fitting.
4.3. Linking gas to stars
We now compare the stellar properties derived from the broad-
band photometry to the gaseous properties derived from the
Lyα line profile modelling. First, we compare the expansion ve-
locity to the sSFR in Fig. 16. We find no clear relation between
these two quantities, see Sec. 5 for a discussion on this.
A more interesting result is found when we compare the col-
umn density to the stellar mass, see Fig. 17. On the one hand, we
see that the column density found by Hashimoto et al. (2015) us-
ing shell model fitting to z ∼ 2.2 LAEs is similar to those found
here, but at significantly higher stellar mass. On the other hand,
the stellar masses of the z ∼ 0.03 LAEs in Wofford et al. (2013),
who use UV absorption line modelling for LBGs, are similar to
the ones discussed here, but the column densities are two orders
of magnitude larger. The difference could be a consequence of
the different redshifts, as low column density objects are at rel-
atively high-redshift when cosmic star formation was peaking,
while the high column density refers to galaxies at z < 0.06.
This suggests an evolution of the column density of galaxies,
although there are several caveats to be considered, see Sec. 5.
We note, however, that none of the galaxies with column density
measures from Wofford et al. (2013) are LAEs, opposed to the
sample of Hashimoto et al. (2015) and the one discussed here.
The difference in column densities at the same mass could there-
fore simply mean that selecting by Lyα luminosity sets a max-
imum value on the column density, which is in agreement with
the finding of Hashimoto et al. (2015) that the expansion velocity
and column density in LAEs are significantly lower than those
in LBGs. It was shown by Schaerer et al. (2011) that a high ex-
pansion velocity vexp > 300 km s−1 is required in galaxies with a
high column density in order to allow the escape of Lyα photons.
These high velocities are significantly higher than expected for
M? < 108 M galaxies.
5. Discussion
The absence of a relation between the outflow velocity and the
SFR, stellar mass, and sSFR is apparently in contradiction with
previous studies (e.g. Weiner et al. 2009; Bradshaw et al. 2013;
Erb et al. 2014). The difference in stellar masses could be the
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Fig. 17: Comparison of the stellar mass to the column density
based on Lyα line modelling. We also plot results from a sample
of LAEs analysed in a similar manner by modelling Lyα lines us-
ing shell models (Hashimoto et al. 2015), and a sample of LBGs,
where the column density is derived from UV absorption line
modelling (Wofford et al. 2013).
prime factor between these results, as a burst of star formation
can have a much more destructive effect on a low mass galaxy
than on a massive galaxy. The low outflow velocities and young
ages are in agreement with a scenario where a short violent
episode of star formation blows away a shell of gas at moder-
ate velocity. In more massive galaxies, the star formation is less
episodic, and the velocity needed to expell gas from the galaxy
is higher. Therefore, one would expect to see a large scatter with
on average very moderate velocities in low mass galaxies, and an
increasing trend of outflow velocity with stellar mass at higher
masses. We note that all but one velocity reported here are below
the velocity of the lowest-mass bin in Bradshaw et al. (2013).
We used the expanding shell-model to fit the observed spec-
tra with astonishing accuracy given the complexity of the spec-
tral shape and the relatively few free parameters of the model.
This finding is well aligned with previous studies (e.g. Ver-
hamme et al. 2008; Schaerer et al. 2011; Hashimoto et al. 2015;
Yang et al. 2016) who found the shell-model to represent also a
good fit to the data.
In spite of this success, the shell-model is clearly a simplifi-
cation of the complex velocity and density fields existing in high-
redshift galaxies and the physical meaning of the shell-model
parameters is still unclear. Recently, Gronke & Dijkstra (2016)
found that the shell-model parameters do not match the ones of a
more complex, multi-phase medium. This hints towards a more
subtle conversion between the shell-model and the actual physi-
cal parameters. For example, Gronke & Dijkstra (2016) showed
that low column densities in shell models can reflect a medium
consisting of optically thick clumps of gas with a low covering
factor.
Independent of the question whether the parameters can be
interpreted literally or are a more abstract quantity, we found
several interesting correlations between them and other observed
quantities. In particular, we found that the spectra can be repro-
duced best using lower neutral hydrogen column densities in
shell models than in previous studies (Verhamme et al. 2008;
Hashimoto et al. 2015) which studied brighter galaxies than our
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sample. This fact combined with the relative large Lyα escape
fraction for most of our objects (the Lyα and LyC escape frac-
tions are expected to correlate, see e.g., Yajima et al. 2014;
Dijkstra & Gronke 2016), and the low mass (simulations sug-
gest larger LyC escape fractions for lower mass galaxies, e.g.,
Paardekooper et al. 2015) makes our sample ideal candidates for
LyC leaking galaxies.
When comparing properties as outflow velocity or column
density to other studies, one has to be aware of differences in
methods. Modelling Lyα profiles is very sensitive to neutral hy-
drogen, but as a large number of different properties of neutral
hydrogen are involved, degeneracies arise naturally. For exam-
ple, there are strong degeneracies between optical depth and EW,
between σi and the temperature of the gas. Perhaps the most im-
portant degeneracy arises between z and a combination of vexp
and NH i, i.e. a difference in the systematic redshift can be com-
pensated by changing the outflowing velocity and the column
density or morphology or vice versa. The very consistent results
of the Lyα modelling and the outflow velocity and column den-
sity determinations from other emission lines (see, Vanzella et al.
2016a) is encouraging. Results from relatively comparable sam-
ples of galaxies with different techniques strengthen the finding
of low outflow velocities for faint LAEs (Erb et al. 2014; Trainor
et al. 2015). Running a large number of parametrizations of the
properties in combination with constraining the free parameters
by other means helps to minimize the number of degeneracies.
Gronke et al. (2015) showed that the column density, expansion
velocity, and σ are well recovered by these models, indicating
that for the properties discussed here the influence of degenera-
cies is rather low. Other methods of determining the column den-
sity in outflows, for example through absorption line fitting (e.g.
Wofford et al. 2013; Karman et al. 2014), are based on several
assumptions such as temperature, metallicity, and electron den-
sity, which can lead to systematic differences. Although there
is currently no evidence for these systematics, these concerns
should be taken into consideration when comparing different
techniques. We therefore caution the reader when we compared
our column densities to those of Wofford et al. (2013).
The simplified modelling thus introduces additional uncer-
tainties. As mentioned previously, if we are observing the galaxy
through one of the holes of a patchy distribution, the mod-
elled column density will be underestimated (Gronke & Dijkstra
2016). Further, as star formation occurs stochastic in these low
mass galaxies (e.g. Cloet-Osselaer et al. 2014; Hopkins et al.
2014; Maseda et al. 2014; Shen et al. 2014; Domínguez et al.
2015; Guo et al. 2016), it is expected that rather than a single
shell, multiple shells are present from the multiple episodes of
star formation. It is unclear how much this affects the galaxies
studied here, as their ages indicate very young galaxies, prevent-
ing a large number of episodes of star formation.
The stochastic nature of low-mass galaxies poses another
caveat, as we have here modelled the galaxies with a single expo-
nentially decaying star formation history. The very young ages
could be a result of a strong recent episode of star formation
on top of a more evolved and older stellar population. How-
ever, for most of the galaxies, the non-detections in the Hawk-I
observations limit a possible contribution of old stellar popula-
tions. At the moment, the available data are unfortunately insuf-
ficiently deep to directly observe the older population. This is
because older populations dominate at longer wavelengths, for
which data with similar depth and resolution are currently not
achievable.
Although we are including the strongest emission lines in our
SED-fitting, we are not including a nebular continuum. The best-
fitting models match the observations relatively well in the rest-
frame FUV, but the nebular emission is normally more dominant
in the optical and FUV. By ignoring the nebular continuum, it is
possible we slightly underestimate the ages, find slightly bluer
UV continua, and slightly lower masses, as we have seen from a
comparison of one galaxy within our sample (see Vanzella et al.
2016a). For this galaxy (SW-49), we included nebular continuum
emission and a large number of absorption lines as described by
Schaerer & de Barros (2009). Including this, we find an increase
of 0.4 dex in the stellar mass, a similar age, and an increase of
0.2 in β compared to the values presented in Tab. 4. These differ-
ences are within our error bars, but agree with the general trends
discussed above. Therefore, the found differences are not signif-
icant enough to change trends or conclusions in this paper.
6. Summary and conclusions
In this article, we used deep IFU and broadband observations
in combination with gravitational lensing to study the proper-
ties of intrinsically faint LAEs at z> 3. We targeted two sides of
the Frontier Fields cluster AS1063 for in total 10 hours of ob-
servation time. We determined spectroscopic redshifts for 172
galaxies in a 2 arcmin2 central field of the cluster. Among these
redshifts are 17 multiple redshift families, of which 11 did not
have a redshift determination before. We extracted spectra for
14 LAEs, for which we observed in total 24 multiple images.
These LAEs were corrected for lensing magnification by an up-
dated gravitational lensing model, and are found to be among the
intrinsically faintest observed at z> 3. Without the help of lens-
ing, the study of such a faint population of sources with absolute
UV-magnitudes ranging from -19 to -14 would have been possi-
ble only with the next generation of telescopes, i.e. James Webb
Space Telescope and European Extremely Large Telescope.
We modelled the Lyα line profiles using a spherically ex-
panding gas shell model, and found that the narrow lines of these
faint LAEs are best-fit low column densities. The line profiles are
best fit with shells with low to moderate expansion velocities,
which is in line with their low luminosities.
We obtained broadband photometry from the Hubble Fron-
tiers Fields programme and the CLASH programme, and com-
bined this with Hawk-I K-band and Spitzer IRAC data. We used
the derived photometric catalog to perform SED fitting on the
LAEs, and obtained stellar masses and ages, the UV continuum
slope, and E(B-V). We found low stellar masses for these ob-
jects, significantly lower than masses reported for LAEs at any
redshift before. In combination with the low stellar masses, these
LAEs are characterised by young populations of tens of Myrs,
and low dust obscuration. These properties are very similar to
the low-mass galaxies which are currently the main candidates
for reionization, and provide therefore excellent analogues.
That these galaxies are recently formed and rapidly building
up their stellar mass is clear from their sSFR, which is increased
by an order of magnitude in our sample compared to other LAE
samples. We found a comparable sSFR only in some very high-
redshift extreme emission line galaxies. This shows that these
galaxies are starburst galaxies, and this rapidly forming nature
might be characteristic for low mass galaxies at z> 3. We note
however, that quiescent low-mass galaxies would not be detected
in our observations.
The UV continuum slope is very blue for these galaxies.
We used the best-fitting SED model to derive β, and found that
β < −2 for all galaxies with M? < 108 M. Such low values of
β are very rarely observed, and approach the theoretical limit of
stellar population models. It has been argued, however, that for
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example top-heavy IMFs or Pop III stars can decrease β further
(e.g. Bouwens et al. 2010; Zackrisson et al. 2011), which could
explain the even steeper slopes found for some of the LAEs dis-
cussed here.
We did not find any correlation between the expansion ve-
locity and other quantities. The absence of a relation between
SFR and vexp could be due to the stochastic nature of SF in low
mass galaxies. This would increase the scatter such that any re-
lation would be washed out in the mass range studied here. In
agreement with this, the maximum velocities derived here are
less than those found in more massive galaxies.
The observed decrease of βwith stellar mass, in combination
with the previously found increase of occurence of Lyα emission
with decreasing stellar mass, suggests that low mass galaxies
might have been effective at leaking ionizing radiation. If the es-
cape fraction of Lyman continuum photons follows these trends,
this would confirm low mass galaxies as the main drivers of
reionization. The candidacy for Lyman continuum leakage is
strengthened by the narrowness of the Lyα lines, which indicates
either a low column density or a low covering fraction. Both of
these conditions are predicted to enable Lyman continuum leak-
age. Because these faint LAEs are probably good analogues to
the galaxies responsible for reionization, it is important to de-
termine if these galaxies are indeed leaking Lyman continuum
radiation.
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Appendix A: Redshifts in AS1063
As described in Sect. 2, we extracted spectra for all sources
for which we; 1) extracted a location in the spectrally stacked
MUSE image using SExtractor ; 2) found emission lines in the
MUSE datacube through visual inspection; 3) multiple images
of a source were expected from the lensing model; 4) galaxies
with a MF814W < 23.5. We repeated this analysis on the already
published data of the south-western half of the cluster (Paper
1), and added 13 cluster galaxies with spectroscopic redshift, 2
multiply lensed galaxies described by C16, and 1 new multiply
lensed galaxy described in the text to the catalogue presented in
Paper 1.
We determined redshifts in the same way as described by
Grillo et al. (2016), where redshifts were independently con-
firmed by 2 authors. Finetuning of the fourth decimal was done
by a cross correlation with a template using SpecPro (Masters &
Capak 2011), where we added an additional higher-resolution
GMASS template (Kurk et al. 2013). Visual confirmation of
the finetuning was performed for all spectra, and, if necessary,
redshifts were slightly adjusted in case of residual offsets. We
note that the quality flags used here follow those used in Grillo
et al. (2016), and differ from those used in Paper 1, decreasing
in quality from 4 to 1. A QF of 4 is a highly secure redshift
(δz < 0.0004)), QF=3 is a secure redshift (δz < 0.001)), QF=2
is an uncertain redshift (δz < 0.01)), while QF=1 indicates a
tentative redshift. If the redshift is based on emission lines, we
use QF=92 in case of a doublet or a clear line profile, while a
single emission line without a characteristic profile is assigned a
QF=91. We labelled all sources according to the region of detec-
tion (NE or SW) for clarity, keeping the IDs assigned previously
by Paper 1 or C16.
We compared our redshifts to the release of the Grism Lens-
Amplified Survey from Space survey (GLASS; Treu et al. 2015;
Schmidt et al. 2016). In general the redshifts agree reasonably
well, see Fig. A.1, and we find disagreeing redshifts for only
12 galaxies which have low quality flags in GLASS. We note
that the disagreeing redshifts might be largely due to an incor-
rect cross matching, where they find lensed background galaxies,
while we indentified the lensing cluster members. In addition, we
determined redshifts for over 50 more galaxies in the inner part
of the cluster, while six galaxies with redshifts from GLASS are
not identified in our catalog. We note that the area of GLASS
extends much further from the center of the cluster and the spec-
troscopy is performed in the NIR, making the two catalogues
complementary. Unfortunately, only one of the LAE candidates
at z > 6.5 proposed by Schmidt et al. (2016) falls within the
observed area, and we do not detect any emission lines at this
position. This non-detection strenghtens the Lyα identification
proposed by Schmidt et al. (2016).
ID RA DEC z QF EL
(J2000) J2000)
NE-1 342.18700 -44.52617 0.0000 2 N
NE-2 342.19297 -44.52816 0.0000 2 N
SW-58 342.17277 -44.54545 0.0000 3 N
SW-35 342.18081 -44.54647 0.1530 4 Y
SW-36 342.17165 -44.52896 0.1602 4 Y
NE-3 342.19667 -44.52260 0.2409 4 Y
NE-4 342.18910 -44.52116 0.2637 3 Y
NE-5 342.18922 -44.52118 0.2637 4 Y
NE-6 342.18969 -44.52006 0.2641 4 Y
SW-1 342.16708 -44.53469 0.3263 4 N
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
zMUSE
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
z G
L
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S
Fig. A.1: Comparison of spectroscopic redshifts from this study
and GLASS (Treu et al. 2015; Schmidt et al. 2016).
NE-7 342.17937 -44.52792 0.3275 4 N
SW-73 342.16877 -44.53399 0.3278 1 N
NE-8 342.18726 -44.52038 0.3279 1 N
NE-95 342.19711 -44.52467 0.3300 2 N
NE-9 342.19795 -44.52782 0.3320 2 N
NE-10 342.18430 -44.52807 0.3330 4 N
SW-2 342.17691 -44.53408 0.3343 4 N
NE-11 342.18657 -44.53028 0.3347 3 Y
SW-3 342.18579 -44.53454 0.3348 4 N
SW-4 342.17449 -44.54621 0.3350 3 N
SW-64 342.18556 -44.53859 0.3350 1 N
SW-5 342.17085 -44.53587 0.3360 4 Y
SW-6 342.17546 -44.53542 0.3365 4 Y
NE-12 342.19189 -44.52967 0.3366 3 N
NE-13 342.19207 -44.52283 0.3368 1 N
SW-9 342.17704 -44.53694 0.3368 4 Y
SW-7 342.17158 -44.53948 0.3370 3 N
NE-14 342.19366 -44.51850 0.3378 4 N
NE-15 342.18901 -44.52470 0.3382 4 N
SW-8 342.18694 -44.53536 0.3383 4 N
SW-60 342.17993 -44.53560 0.3384 2 N
NE-16 342.18419 -44.52030 0.3386 3 N
NE-17 342.18812 -44.53281 0.3387 3 N
NE-18 342.18663 -44.52248 0.3388 4 N
SW-71 342.18116 -44.53788 0.3388 2 N
NE-19 342.17960 -44.52307 0.3390 4 Y
NE-20 342.19327 -44.52413 0.3390 2 N
SW-61 342.17462 -44.53699 0.3390 2 N
NE-21 342.18917 -44.52368 0.3397 2 N
SW-72 342.17526 -44.53141 0.3398 1 N
NE-22 342.19589 -44.52368 0.3400 1 N
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NE-23 342.19547 -44.53244 0.3401 3 N
NE-24 342.18295 -44.52495 0.3406 3 N
NE-25 342.19517 -44.52925 0.3410 1 N
SW-10 342.17490 -44.53412 0.3410 4 N
SW-11 342.16657 -44.53483 0.3420 4 N
NE-26 342.19328 -44.51782 0.3422 4 N
NE-27 342.19269 -44.51492 0.3424 3 N
NE-28 342.19421 -44.52209 0.3424 4 Y
NE-29 342.18844 -44.51775 0.3427 4 Y
NE-30 342.18902 -44.51923 0.3427 4 Y
NE-31 342.19019 -44.51652 0.3428 4 Y
NE-32 342.19293 -44.52207 0.3431 4 Y
NE-33 342.20085 -44.52723 0.3431 2 N
SW-12 342.18205 -44.54034 0.3435 4 N
NE-34 342.20017 -44.52722 0.3436 3 N
NE-35 342.18539 -44.51864 0.3440 4 N
NE-36 342.18571 -44.52602 0.3440 3 N
SW-13 342.18940 -44.53689 0.3440 4 N
NE-37 342.17724 -44.52502 0.3446 2 N
NE-38 342.19270 -44.51976 0.3447 3 N
NE-39 342.19333 -44.52642 0.3448 4 N
SW-15 342.18685 -44.53389 0.3450 3 N
NE-40 342.20125 -44.52404 0.3453 2 N
NE-41 342.19123 -44.53513 0.3454 3 N
NE-42 342.19550 -44.52599 0.3455 4 N
SW-14 342.17447 -44.52899 0.3457 4 N
NE-43 342.20122 -44.52067 0.3459 3 N
NE-44 342.19577 -44.52415 0.3460 1 N
NE-45 342.18453 -44.52931 0.3463 3 N
NE-46 342.17794 -44.52407 0.3464 4 N
NE-47 342.18111 -44.52924 0.3464 4 N
SW-17 342.17692 -44.53744 0.3465 3 N
NE-48 342.19001 -44.53450 0.3470 1 N
NE-49 342.19110 -44.53295 0.3470 1 N
SW-16 342.17648 -44.53363 0.3470 4 N
NE-50 342.18569 -44.53051 0.3471 3 N
NE-51 342.18663 -44.53109 0.3475 4 N
SW-21 342.17178 -44.54054 0.3475 4 N
SW-20 342.18898 -44.54037 0.3476 4 N
NE-52 342.18368 -44.53056 0.3478 4 N
NE-53 342.18916 -44.52954 0.3479 4 N
NE-54 342.18293 -44.53046 0.3480 4 N
NE-55 342.18857 -44.52671 0.3480 2 N
NE-56 342.19656 -44.51974 0.3480 1 N
NE-57 342.18256 -44.52688 0.3484 4 N
NE-58 342.19528 -44.53483 0.3485 2 N
SW-22 342.17903 -44.53276 0.3485 3 N
SW-23 342.16985 -44.53555 0.3485 4 N
NE-59 342.19159 -44.53335 0.3486 4 N
SW-18 342.18303 -44.53099 0.3488 3 N
SW-25 342.18671 -44.54074 0.3488 4 N
NE-60 342.18669 -44.52061 0.3489 2 N
SW-19 342.18550 -44.53305 0.3489 4 N
NE-61 342.18564 -44.53124 0.3490 3 N
SW-63 342.18488 -44.54065 0.3491 2 N
NE-62 342.18815 -44.52973 0.3493 4 N
SW-24 342.16826 -44.53658 0.3493 4 N
NE-63 342.18813 -44.52597 0.3494 4 N
SW-55 342.16909 -44.54040 0.3494 2 N
SW-56 342.17217 -44.54314 0.3494 2 N
NE-64 342.20508 -44.52591 0.3495 2 N
NE-65 342.18907 -44.52645 0.3498 2 N
SW-26 342.18307 -44.53307 0.3498 4 N
SW-28 342.18196 -44.53857 0.3502 3 N
SW-62 342.18197 -44.53858 0.3502 3 N
NE-66 342.20420 -44.52523 0.3503 4 N
NE-67 342.18406 -44.52694 0.3504 4 N
SW-27 342.17793 -44.53239 0.3505 4 N
NE-68 342.17961 -44.52858 0.3510 2 N
NE-69 342.19728 -44.52325 0.3510 4 Y
NE-70 342.19534 -44.53490 0.3514 2 N
NE-71 342.17891 -44.52472 0.3515 3 N
NE-72 342.19462 -44.53228 0.3520 2 N
SW-30 342.17872 -44.54657 0.3525 3 N
SW-29 342.18452 -44.54318 0.3526 4 N
NE-73 342.18353 -44.53011 0.3530 4 N
NE-74 342.19002 -44.52413 0.3530 2 N
NE-75 342.20030 -44.52519 0.3530 4 N
NE-76 342.19137 -44.53433 0.3532 4 N
SW-57 342.18324 -44.54386 0.3532 2 N
SW-77 342.18533 -44.53412 0.3532 3 N
NE-77 342.17911 -44.52866 0.3533 1 N
SW-31 342.18436 -44.53617 0.3535 3 N
NE-78 342.18674 -44.52786 0.3550 4 N
SW-32 342.16265 -44.53809 0.3550 3 N
SW-33 342.16044 -44.53896 0.3553 4 N
NE-79 342.19670 -44.52909 0.3572 3 N
SW-34 342.17366 -44.53278 0.3588 4 N
NE-80 342.19823 -44.52741 0.3606 3 N
NE-81 342.20442 -44.52459 0.3799 4 Y
NE-82 342.19539 -44.51676 0.3940 1 N
NE-83 342.20296 -44.52716 0.4382 4 Y
NE-84 342.20568 -44.52325 0.4386 4 Y
SW-37 342.16658 -44.54021 0.4582 4 Y
NE-85 342.18576 -44.52405 0.4845 4 Y
SW-39 342.18870 -44.53788 0.6108 4 Y
SW-38 342.17403 -44.53244 0.6111 4 Y
SW-40 342.18442 -44.53957 0.6518 4 Y
SW-41 342.17925 -44.54219 0.6980 4 Y
NE-86 342.20357 -44.52496 0.7048 3 Y
SW-42 342.18014 -44.54407 0.7145 4 Y
NE-87a/ 342.18429 -44.52529 0.7287 4 Y
MI-87a
NE-87b/ 342.18894 -44.52864 0.7287 4 Y
MI-87b
NE-87c/ 342.19010 -44.53010 0.7287 4 Y
MI-87c
SW-43a/ 342.17209 -44.53052 1.0350 4 Y
MI-7c
SW-43b/ 342.17597 -44.53615 1.0350 4 Y
MI-7b
SW-43c/ 342.18069 -44.53866 1.0350 4 Y
MI-7a
NE-88a/ 342.18642 -44.52116 1.2277 4 Y
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MI-2c
NE-88b/ 342.19588 -44.52895 1.2278 4 Y
MI-2a
NE-88c/ 342.19450 -44.52698 1.2279 4 Y
MI-2b
NE-88d/ 342.19520 -44.52786 1.2279 4 Y
MI-2d
NE-102a/ 342.19369 -44.53014 1.2583 91 Y
MI-13a
NE-102b/ 342.19331 -44.52942 1.2583 91 Y
MI-13b
NE-89/ 342.19271 -44.53119 1.2592 4 Y
MI-3a
NE-89/ 342.19213 -44.52983 1.2593 4 Y
MI-3b
SW-44 342.17253 -44.54128 1.2690 3 Y
SW-45 342.17552 -44.54558 1.2690 92 Y
NE-90a/ 342.17921 -44.52359 1.3972 92 Y
MI-4c
NE-90b/ 342.18783 -44.52731 1.3972 92 Y
MI-4b
NE-90c/ 342.19317 -44.53653 1.3972 92 Y
MI-4a
SW-46a/ 342.18843 -44.53997 1.4285 4 Y
MI-6a
SW-46b/ 342.17583 -44.53258 1.4285 4 Y
MI-6b
SW-46c/ 342.17409 -44.52844 1.4285 4 Y
MI-6c
SW-47 342.17699 -44.54633 1.4770 92 Y
SW-69a/ 342.18186 -44.54050 1.8370 92 Y
MI-8a
SW-69b/ 342.17424 -44.53711 1.8370 92 Y
MI-8b
SW-48 342.16135 -44.53835 2.5770 91 Y
NE-91/ 342.19238 -44.52505 2.9760 91 Y
MI-91a
NE-92 342.19171 -44.53052 3.0600 1 N
SW-50 342.16225 -44.53829 3.1160 4 Y
SW-68a/ 342.18745 -44.53869 3.1166 4 Y
MI-20a
SW-68b/ 342.17886 -44.53587 3.1166 4 Y
MI-20b
SW-49a 342.17505 -44.54102 3.1169 4 Y
MI-11a
SW-49b/ 342.17318 -44.54000 3.1169 4 Y
MI-11b
NE-93a/ 342.18283 -44.52028 3.169 92 Y
MI-93a
NE-93b/ 342.19196 -44.52409 3.169 92 Y
MI-93b
SW-51 342.17402 -44.54124 3.2275 4 Y
NE-94a/ 342.18935 -44.51871 3.2857 92 Y
MI-94a
NE-94b/ 342.19615 -44.52292 3.2857 92 Y
MI-94b
NE-96 342.19709 -44.52483 3.4514 92 Y
SW-70a/ 342.18586 -44.53883 3.6063 2 N
MI-21a
SW-70b / 342.17892 -44.53668 3.6067 2 N
MI-21b
NE-97 342.19100 -44.52679 3.7131 93 Y
SW-52a/ 342.17910 -44.53863 4.1130 92 Y
MI-18a
SW-52b/ 342.18164 -44.53936 4.1130 92 Y
MI-18b
NE-98a/ 342.19015 -44.53094 5.0510 92 Y
MI-98a
NE-98b/ 342.19085 -44.53566 5.0510 92 Y
MI-98b
NE-99a/ 342.18378 -44.52122 5.2373 92 Y
MI-99a
NE-99b/ 342.18874 -44.52276 5.2373 92 Y
MI-99b
NE-100/ 342.19701 -44.52212 5.894 91 Y
MI-100b
SW-53a/ 342.18104 -44.53460 6.1074 92 Y
MI-14b
SW-53b/ 342.19089 -44.53746 6.1074 92 Y
MI-14a
NE-101c 342.18402 -44.53159 6.1074 4 Y
MI-14e
NE-101d/ 342.18910 -44.53001 6.1074 4 Y
MI-14c
SW-54 342.18407 -44.53532 6.1074 91 Y
Table A.1: Redshifts NE of AS1063. Sources are labelled us-
ing their position with regard to the pointing in which they were
found, i.e. IDs with SW- (NE-) are found in the south-western
(north-eastern) half of the MUSE observations. We crossrefer-
enced the sources with a multiple image detection in Table B.1
with the label MI-. Quality flags (QF) are 4 very certain redshift
(δz < 0.003), 3 certain redshift (δz < 0.001), 2 good redshift
(δz < 0.01), 1 tentative redshift. The QF>90 are based on a sin-
gle emission line, where 93 illustrates that the profile of the line
is asymmetrical, 92 shows it is a doublet, and 91 has only a sin-
gle emission line detection, without any significant features in
the profile. In the last column, we show if we detect emission
lines (EL=Y) or not (EL=N).
Appendix B: Lensing models
For an individual background galaxy which is multiply imaged,
the positions of all images are determined by the relative distance
of lens and object, and the mass distribution in the lens. A larger
number of multiple image families with spectroscopic redshifts
therefore allows one to more accurately model the mass distri-
bution of the cluster. We updated our previous strong lensing
model ID F1-5th, as presented in C16, by using the new redshift
information. In the updated model we included the extra con-
straints from 6 additional background sources at different red-
shifts (sources NE-87, NE-93, NE-94, NE-98, NE-99, and NE-
91, see Tabel B.1), totalling 15 multiple image families over the
redshift range from z = 0.72 to z = 6.11. Here, we describe the
model shortly, but we refer the interested reader to C16 for more
details.
We modelled the galaxy cluster using three mass compo-
nents. The first component is a smooth and extended expo-
nent corresponding to the global dark matter halo, the hot gas
present in the cluster, and the intra-cluster light. We model
this component by a pseudo-isothermal elliptical mass distribu-
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tion (hereafter PIEMD Kassiola & Kovner 1993). The PIEMD
parametrization has six free parameters: the centre position (2),
the ellipticity, the orientation, a fiducial velocity dispersion, and
the core radius.
The second and third mass components correspond to the
BCG and the other galaxy cluster members. The cluster galaxies
are modelled using a dual pseudo-isothermal mass distribution
(Elíasdóttir et al. 2007; Suyu et al. 2010) with zero ellipticity and
core radius and a finite truncation radius. To reduce the number
of free parameters, all cluster members except for the BCG have
a scaled velocity dispersion and radius, based on their luminos-
ity in the F160W band. This leaves only 2 free parameters for
the full set of cluster members. Because the BCG has a large in-
fluence on the central volume of the cluster, we do not scale its
velocity dispersion and radius based on its luminosity, but leave
these as additional free parameters together with its ellipticity
and orientation.
Using these mass components, we model the strong lens us-
ing the publicly available software lenstool (Kneib et al. 1996;
Jullo et al. 2007). This software minimizes the distance between
the observed and predicted positions of multiple images based
on a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo technique, by varying
the free parameters given by the mass distributions.
Our best-fitting model recovers the position of the multi-
ple images with a precision of . 0.3′′, demonstrating that our
model provides a good description of the observations. We cal-
culated the magnification factors, µ, using the median magnifica-
tion from a MCMC with 10000 points. We found values varying
from µ = 3 to magnifications of µ ≈ 50, see Appendix C for an
overview of all magnification factors.
Appendix C: Individual SED fitting results
In Sect. 4, we showed and discussed the properties of the LAEs
after combining the individual results. Here, we present the in-
dividual SED-modelling results of all LAEs and the LBG, as
shown in Table C.1 and in Fig. C.1. In addition, we present the
magnification factors µ of all of the LAEs in Table C.1.
Using Kron-radii on different detection images can lead to
colour differences when the PSF is not corrected for. As the PSF
of HST is relatively small, circular apertures of 2′′to 3′′should
not suffer from this effect We have checked this by comparing
the results of the SED-fitting obatined using different choices of
apertures, and the results are shown in Fig. C.2. Despite some
scatter, most of the results are consistent within 1σ. We note that
the estimates of ages show the largest scatter. However, the un-
certainties are large on this parameter and the derived ages are
still consistently young (< 100 Myr). The one outlier is NE-97,
which suffers from a significant increase in errors in the HST
photometry compared to the IRAC photometry when using cir-
cular 2′′ to 3′′ apertures. We note however, that this IRAC de-
tection is less reliable than the results suggest, as we failed to
visually confirm the presence of this source in the IRAC maps.
We therefore deem the results of the fitting using these circu-
lar apertures less reliable than the original values obtained using
Kron-radii, which was dominated by the HST-photometry. Be-
cause the estimates for the stellar properties remain within 1σ of
the values used in the main body of the paper, we conclude that
the results obtained with the Kron-radii are reliable and that are
conclusions hold.
We see that the magnification corrected stellar masses of dif-
ferent images are all within 2σ of each other, except for SW-52a.
The increased difference between these two images is due to the
addition of a Hawk-I detection for SW-52b. This extra datapoint
ID RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) z
2a 342.19588 -44.52895 1.2278a,b
2b 342.19450 -44.52698 1.2279a,b
2c 342.18642 -44.52116 1.2277a,b
2d 342.19520 -44.52786 1.2279
3a 342.19271 -44.53119 1.2592a,b
3b 342.19213 -44.52983 1.2593a,b
3c 342.17983 -44.52156 –
4a 342.19317 -44.53653 1.3972
4b 342.18783 -44.52731 1.3972a,b
4c 342.17921 -44.52359 1.3972a,b
6a 342.18847 -44.53998 1.428a,b,c
6b 342.17585 -44.53254 1.428c
6c 342.17420 -44.52831 1.428c,d
7a 342.18006 -44.53842 1.035c
7b 342.17554 -44.53590 1.035c
7c 342.17191 -44.53023 1.035c
8a 342.18186 -44.54050 1.837a
8b 342.17424 -44.53711 1.837a
8c 342.16938 -44.52726 –
11a 342.17505 -44.54102 3.116c,e
11b 342.17315 -44.53999 3.116a,b,c,e, f
11c 342.16557 -44.52953 –
13a 342.19369 -44.53014 1.2583
13b 342.19331 -44.52942 1.2583
14a 342.19088 -44.53747 6.107b,c,g
14b 342.18106 -44.53462 6.107b,c,g
14c 342.18904 -44.53004 6.107
14d 342.17129 -44.51982 6.107b,g
14e 342.18402 -44.53159 6.107
18a 342.18150 -44.53936 4.113c
18b 342.17918 -44.53870 4.113c
20a 342.18745 -44.53869 3.118a,h
20b 342.17886 -44.53587 3.118a,h
20c 342.17065 -44.52209 –
21a 342.18586 -44.53883 3.606
21b 342.17892 -44.53668 3.606
87a 342.18429 -44.52529 0.7287
87b 342.18894 -44.52864 0.7287
87c 342.19010 -44.53010 0.7287
91a 342.19238 -44.52505 2.9760
91b 342.18151 -44.52025 –
91c 342.19838 -44.53575 –
93a 342.18283 -44.52028 3.169
93b 342.19196 -44.52409 3.169
94a 342.18935 -44.51871 3.2857
94b 342.19615 -44.52291 3.2857
98a 342.19015 -44.53093 5.0510
98b 342.19085 -44.53566 5.0510
99a 342.18378 -44.52122 5.2373
99b 342.18874 -44.52276 5.2373
100a 342.19701 -44.522121 5.8940
100b 342.19010 -44.517886 –
Table B.1: Spectroscopically confirmed multiple images in
AS1063, see Table A.1 for quality flags. Previous redshift deter-
minations by: aC16, bBalestra et al. (2013), cPaper 1, dRichard
et al. (2014),eVanzella et al. (2016a), f Johnson et al. (2014),
gBoone et al. (2013), and hCaminha et al. (2015).
constrains the mass of this LAE to a significantly higher value.
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104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 6.3 6.2
Log(Age) 7.3 6.5
E(B-V) 0.0 0.04
SFR 0.3 0.3
χ2 3.23
ID: NE-93b, z=3.169
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 5.9 6.3
Log(Age) 6.6 6.5
E(B-V) 0.0 0.03
SFR 0.4 0.4
χ2 0.45
ID: NE-93a, z=3.169
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 8.3 8.5
Log(Age) 6.6 6.7
E(B-V) 0.3 0.3
SFR 42.5 41.2
χ2 27.38
ID: NE-94a, z=3.2857
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 8.0 8.2
Log(Age) 7.2 7.3
E(B-V) 0.15 0.2
SFR 5.5 3.6
χ2 2.52
ID: NE-94b, z=3.2857
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 6.4 6.5
Log(Age) 6.4 6.2
E(B-V) 0.0 0.01
SFR 1.9 1.9
χ2 21.05
ID: NE-98a, z=5.051
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 6.3 6.4
Log(Age) 6.4 6.3
E(B-V) 0.0 0.03
SFR 0.9 0.9
χ2 1.99
ID: NE-98b, z=5.051
Fig. C.1
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104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 6.6 6.8
Log(Age) 6.6 6.8
E(B-V) 0.04 0.03
SFR 0.3 0.3
χ2 85.59
ID: SW-49a, z=3.116
104 105
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◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.1 7.0
Log(Age) 7.4 6.6
E(B-V) 0.0 0.06
SFR 1.4 1.4
χ2 144.75
ID: SW-49b, z=3.116
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 5.9 5.9
Log(Age) 6.2 6.2
E(B-V) 0.02 0.03
SFR 0.5 0.5
χ2 25.46
ID: SW-52a, z=4.113
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.4 6.4
Log(Age) 8.9 7.1
E(B-V) 0.0 0.03
SFR 0.1 0.1
χ2 14.9
ID: SW-52b, z=4.113
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.6 7.6
Log(Age) 5.2 6.0
E(B-V) 0.0 0.0
SFR 50.3 48.0
χ2 31.41
ID: SW-53a, z=6.107
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.5 7.5
Log(Age) 6.4 6.0
E(B-V) 0.0 0.0
SFR 24.6 23.6
χ2 147.33
ID: SW-53b, z=6.107
Fig. C.1
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104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 8.3 8.2
Log(Age) 7.7 6.3
E(B-V) 0.0 0.3
SFR 90.4 76.0
χ2 64.52
ID: SW-50, z=3.117
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◦
A]
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10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.4 6.8
Log(Age) 8.7 7.6
E(B-V) 0.0 0.05
SFR 0.1 0.1
χ2 8.92
ID: SW-51, z=3.228
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
10-5
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 7.6 7.8
Log(Age) 7.0 7.2
E(B-V) 0.15 0.1
SFR 2.0 2.0
χ2 19.87
ID: SW-68a, z=3.117
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-8
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 8.1 7.3
Log(Age) 8.9 7.2
E(B-V) 0.05 0.1
SFR 0.5 0.4
χ2 4.18
ID: NE-96, z=3.4514
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-7
10-6
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 8.0 8.0
Log(Age) 8.3 8.3
E(B-V) 0.0 0.03
SFR 0.4 0.4
χ2 25.55
ID: NE-91, z=2.976
104 105
λ [
◦
A]
10-9
10-8
10-7
f ν
 [
Jy
]
best median
Log(M ) 6.1 6.4
Log(Age) 6.6 6.5
E(B-V) 0.02 0.03
SFR 0.6 0.6
χ2 30.48
ID: NE-97, z=3.7131
Fig. C.1: Sed fitting results of individual LAEs. The red lines correspond to the best-fitting SED-model and the black circles are the
photometric datapoints with 2σ-errorbars. The details of the best fitting model and the median marginalized values for each galaxy
are shown wiht text in the upper left corners.
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Fig. C.2: Comparison of the SED-fitting results obtained using the Kron-radii photometry using Kron-radii on the x-axis versus
results obtained using a 2′′aperture (top row) or 3′′(bottom row) on the y-axis. The panels show, from left to right, the stellar mass,
the SFR, the sSFR, and stellar age.
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Fig. C.3: Comparison of the SED-fitting results obtained when leaving the age free (x-axis) versus those obtained for a fixed stellar
age of 100 Myr (y-axis). The panels show, from left to right, the stellar mass, the SFR, the sSFR, and the difference in χ2.
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Fig. C.4: Comparison of the SED-fitting results obtained using the original photometry (x-axis) versus those obtained using a
catalogue where mock 3σ K-band detections were inserted for non-detections (y-axis). The panels show, from left to right, the
stellar mass, the SFR, the sSFR, and stellar age.
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We find a similar result for the stellar age, SFR, and sSFR, with
only SW-52a showing a discrepant result. We therefore conclude
that by taking the average of the different lens-corrected results
provides reliable estimates for the stellar parameters, except for
SW-52a where we adopt the values obtained from SW-52b.
In the last column of Table C.1, we show the determined
escape fraction of Lyα. We find large differences between the
escape fractions calculated for different images, although these
are often within the error estimates. It is peculiar to see that SW-
52b has fesc > 1, indicating that either the Lyα flux is boosted
(Laursen et al. 2013; Gronke & Dijkstra 2014), or that the SFR
based on the SED modelling is underestimated. We find the latter
more likely given that the SFRSED of SW-52a is significantly
higher.
Most of the photometric data used in this paper is in the UV-
restframe, and as a result it is dominated by young stars of which
the mass-to-light ratio can vary significantly. To test the reliabil-
ity of our SED fitting we performed two tests.
First, we constrained the stellar age of our SEDs to 100 Myr.
We found that the stellar masses increase when setting the age
rather than leaving it as a free parameter, see Fig. C.3. However,
we find that the decrease is only ∼ 0.5 dex for the lowest stellar
masses in our sample and decreases with increasing stellar mass.
As expected, the SFRs are lower when setting the age to 100
Myr but for most galaxies they agree within 2σ. The older stellar
age have lower sSFRs by construction, and it is therefore not
surprising that we find significantly lower values. It is important
to note that the χ2 values of galaxies with ages well below 100
Myr and small errors increase significantly.
Second, we used the K-band data to probe the maximum ef-
fect adding restframe optical data would have. For those galaxies
where we have no K-band detection, we insterted a K-band mag-
nitude equal to the 3σ depth in our catalogue. This corresponds
to a conservative upperlimit and therefore illustrates the maxi-
mum effect an older or redder population might have. We show
in Fig. C.4 that there is very little difference between the results
when we include mock 3σ K-band detections and the original
photometry.
These tests show that although we are mostly using UV rest-
frame data, the properties derived are reliable and our results
remain intact even using different assumptions. We note that a
red and old population might still be present as three datapoints
are not able to securely determine this, but it does constrain their
maximal contribution.
Appendix D: Individual Lyman α modelling results
We modelled the profile of the Lyα for each LAE with a clear
asymmetric profile or S/N> 8 of the Lyα flux individually13, and
we show the results in Figs. D.1 to D.18. We used our spectra
to constrain the intrinsic redshift based on UV emission lines
whenever possible, and we measured the FWHM due to the in-
strument and weather conditions at every wavelength. We note
that there is no clear peak in the FWHM distribution after fit-
ting, and we can therefore not better constrain the values of the
FWHM over the narrow, but limited allowed range. However, be-
cause there does not seem to be correlation with any of the other
parameters, this does not have any implications on the results in
13 For completeness, we also modelled NE-98b although this object
does not satisfy our S/N criterion. However, we could not derive any
meaningful results from the Lyα modelling and therefore, the results of
the Lyα modelling for this object were not used anywhere else in the
paper.
this paper. Although the majority of Lyα models are well fit by
the models, it is clear that in some spectra, for example NE-98b,
NE-99a, and NE-99b, the sky interference forces the models to
an incorrect expansion velocity. We have masked out the LAEs
where this was a problem in the main body of the paper.
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Fig. D.1: Lya modelling results for LAE NE-94a. We show in the top right panel the spectrum zoomed in on Lyα overplotted with
the best-fit model. We show the likelihood of each model parameter against all other model parameters in the other panels. The
parameters plotted are (from left/top to right/bottom): expansion velocity (vexp), hydrogen column density (nH), temperature (T),
intrinsic spread of velocities (σi), optical depth of dust (τd), intrinsic EW (EWi), the systemic redshift (z), and the FWHM of the
observations. The best-fit parameters are indicated by the blue lines in each panel, while the predicted parameter ranges are shown
at the top of each column.
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Fig. D.2: Lya modelling results for NE-94b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.3: Lya modelling results for NE-93b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.4: Lya modelling results for NE-93a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.5: Lya modelling results for NE-98a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.6: Lya modelling results for NE-98b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.7: Lya modelling results for NE-99a.The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.8: Lya modelling results for NE-99b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.9: Lya modelling results for NE-96. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.10: Lya modelling results for SW-53a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.11: Lya modelling results for SW-49a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.12: Lya modelling results for SW-49b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.13: Lya modelling results for SW-50. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.14: Lya modelling results for SW-68a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.15: Lya modelling results for SW-51. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.16: Lya modelling results for SW-52a. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.17: Lya modelling results for SW-52b. The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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Fig. D.18: Lya modelling results for NE-97.The lines and legend are the same as in Fig. D.1.
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